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On Tuesday May 7th ACI performed an in field radio study for Commerce Controls Inc.  The study was a 900 MHz 
Multiple Address System (MAS) SCADA radio network for the City of Cape Coral, Florida.  This radio network is for 
a well field SCADA system associated with the city's Southwest Water Plant production.   There are two types of 
radio studies; computer modeled and in field.  An In field radio study is where a temporary SCADA radio 
network is installed and radio frequency (RF) signals are measured for quality between the paths of interest.  For 
900 MHz SCADA radio networks, there is significantly more accuracy with the infield vs. computer modeled 
radio study.  The higher level of accuracy allows both the integrator and the end user a high level of 
confidence in the radio network they are building.  When mission critical SCADA radio networks are designed, 
the industry standard RF fade margins must be met or exceeded on each radio path.  Reliability is of high 
importance for mission critical SCADA radio networks.     
 
ACI commenced this radio study by constructing an antenna system on the Lee County guyed tower that is 
located 100 meters north of the operations building at the Cape Coral SW Water Plant.  The top of the 
omnidirectional antenna was placed at a height of 100’ above ground level (AGL).  ACI selected 100' because 
largely the tower was already constructed and this height was considered liberal to what was actually needed 
to cover the SCADA system's service area.  A side arm was used to support the antenna, offsetting it 5’ from the 
tower.  The antenna was attached to a 100’ long Times Microwave LMR-400 coaxial transmission line, both the 
antenna and line were selected for their ease of installation and not for suitability for a permanent installation.   
 
This temporary radio study test antenna system was tested for proper operational characteristics with both a 
high quality network analyzer and spectrum analyzer.  The results of these tests showed a very healthy 900MHz 
antenna system.   
 
RF spectral analysis showed that there is ample clear radio spectrum in the 900 MHz MAS band 952/928 MHz.  
See graphic below.   
 
Cape Coral will be assigned an operating frequency pair during the FCC licensing phase of this SCADA radio 
project.  The master radio will receive SCADA traffic from the RTUs on an assigned frequency between 928 - 
929MHz and the master station will transmit traffic to the RTUs on an assigned frequency between 952 - 953MHz.  
FCC radio station licensing is specialized work that must be done with skill to avoid co channel and adjacent 
channel RF interference.  ACI has a 20 year history of procuring quality radio channels for our clients.   
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After the tower mounted antenna system was tested for quality and the RF spectrum was analyzed for 
potential interference and spectral purity, ACI connected a GEMDS Model: SD9 SCADA radio to the new test 
antenna system; this radio was powered with a suitable DC power source and placed on the air as a test 
master radio station.  Field surveyors were mobilized with portable RTU SCADA GEMDS SD9 radios and portable 
antennas with support structures.  These Radio surveyors performed measurements at 35 well sites through out 
South West Cape Coral.   
 
The initial RTU station antenna height selected at the 35 RTU well sites was 14 feet AGL.  There was never a need 
to increase height due to a weak RF signal measured.  The fourteen feet antenna height was selected for the 
following reasons:  It was the height of choice in past RTU designs for Cape Coral water RTUs.  It was considered 
suitable as it reduces the wind loading on the RTU antenna support structure vs. the more typical 20' AGL 
height.  Fourteen feet is adequate to clear many of the man made and natural obstructions to radio paths and 
finally it locates the antenna out of the reach of potential vandals.   
 
All of the RTUs in this SCADA radio network should have antennas located at fourteen feel AGL, as all RF signal 
measurements were robust and more than adequate to create a reliable SCADA radio network.  
 
RF fade margins and how it is determined:  First the industry standard for most SCADA radio networks is 20dB, this 
is a logarithmic quantity and what it means is that a radio station with a 20 dB RF fade margin has at least 100 
times more than the minimum quantity of RF signal it needs to communicate and at an accuracy level of 1 bit 
error per 1,000,000 bits of data transferred.  The reason we have a RF fade margin at all is that degradations of 
antennas, coax and radio hardware, as well as path obstructions changes can cause the RF signals between 
RTU and the master SCADA radios to degrade over time.    Having this fade margin accounts for a significant 
portion of this.  It is wise to perform routine tests on antenna systems and radio performance at least yearly to 
mitigate much of the natural hardware degradation, especially on the master radio as it communicates to all 
of the RTUs and is the most important radio station in the network by far.  Typically over 60 percent of radio 
system degradation occurs in the antenna systems and no wonder with constant bombardment by the sun's 
UV  and IR rays; temperature and moisture cycling also takes its toll on them.    
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From the GEMDS Radio model SD9 Manual 
 

   
 
The manufacturer GEMDS states that the SD9 radio can transport data at a minimum RF signal level of 1 bit error 
per million bits of data transported, at an RF signal level of -112 dBm.  If we add 20 dB of RF margin to this, we 
have an RF signal level of -92dBm as our minimum RF signal level acceptable.  -92 dBm is the weakest signal we 
could measure and still be confidant that the path will be reliable for the measured RTU antenna height.  It is 
noteworthy to mention that the weakest RF signal level in the Cape Coral SW Water Plant's SCADA radio 
network is -75 dBm as determined from measurements made at well # 214 (1203 Trafalgar Parkway).  This RF 
level is 17 dB stronger than our weakest acceptable and 17 dB also means 50 times stronger than the weakest 
acceptable RF signal level that is acceptable. 
 
Results of the radio study:  In the following table are the results from the in field radio study.  There are "As 
Measured" RSSI values; these fields represent Receiver Signal Strength Indicated (RSSI) as measured with our 
radio study test SCADA radio, the SD9.  There are also "As Built" RSSI values, these fields represent what RSSI 
values would be present if the actual SCADA radio network were constructed.  The reason these numbers are 
different is because the test gear, specifically the antenna system at the master radio site, was intentionally 
undersized due to bulky and cumbersome nature of full sized antenna system.  When a permanent SCADA 
master antenna system is built, it will have an antenna with 10 dBd of gain and less coaxial transmission line loss.  
These differences total 11 dB as our test master antenna had a gain figure of 0 dBd.  This difference can be 
added to our measurements in the "As Measured" column and provide data of what an "As Built" Cape Coral 
SW Plant SCADA radio network would look like in terms of RSSI at each well site RTU.  All of the signal to noise 
ratio measurements were extremely strong.  This value speaks to the quality of the radio channel as it relates to 
the noise floor.  The noise floor is analogist to listening to a conversation in a quite room vs. a noisy environment.  
The larger the signal to noise ratio value the quieter the environment the receiver has to do its work of 
decoding signals.  In our system it has the most quiet environment to listen to RF signals.        
 
The constructed radio system:   The master radio site antenna system should utilize a high quality antenna, 
designed for operation in the 928 - 953 MHz region of the 900MHz RF Spectrum, with 10 dBd of gain, and 150 
MPH wind survival rating.  It should be held off the side of the tower with a 4' side arm and heavy duty mounting 
clamps should be utilized.  The main line of coaxial transmission line should be 7/8" hard line such as RFS or 
Andrew product.  It should have a ground kit at the top and bottom of the transmission line.  Mounting should 
be on the east most leg, oriented east.  There should be a coaxial surge protector such as Times Microwave or 
Polyphasor connected to the mainline coaxial cable at the entrance of the radio room or cabinet and 
bonded to the sites ground.   
 
The RTU radio site should utilize an antenna mounting structure that is capable of withstanding 150 MPH of wind 
for a period of 3 seconds gusts and it should also meet or exceed the local building code for Cape Coral.   A 
heavy duty pole mount or a small tower both require adequate foundation and/or lateral support.   ACI 
recommends having the antenna's support mast extend beyond the attachment point of the antenna by one 
to two feet.  The antenna should be a YAGI directional antenna designed for operation in the 928 - 953 MHz 
region of the RF Spectrum.  The YAGI antenna should be oriented for optimal RF signal with the bearing listed in 
the table below being a valued reference point.  The main line of coaxial transmission line should be 1/2" hard 
line such as RFS or Andrew product.  There should be a coaxial surge protector such as Times Microwave or 
Polyphasor connected to the mainline coaxial cable at the entrance of the radio room or cabinet and 
bonded to the site's ground.  Use silver plated RF fittings also.     
 
Installation of RF antenna gear should be performed by skilled persons.  High quality connectorization and 
waterproofing / sealing of RF fittings is imperative for long term reliable SCADA radio networks.  Aligning the 
antenna on the proper bearing and plumb to horizon is also important.  
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Photos of From the In Field Radio Study 
 
Temporary Master Radio Station Antenna for Radio Study, mounted at 100' AGL (antenna top) 
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The 100' AGL height level is below the microwave dishes so it is clear of other antennas in operation on this Lee 
County Antenna Tower.  ACI's radio test antenna is visible below the lowest dish on the right side of the tower. 
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The photo below is a well RTU with existing antenna mast and support structure, It was typical to the existing 450 
MHz SCADA radio network.  This material is television consumer grade hardware.  It does not meet building 
code and has a likely wind survival rating of around 50-75MPH.   This is not acceptable for a water production 
mission critical application of SCADA radio.   
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ACI's Test antenna is visible in the background here at well # 219  

 

 
 

ACI would like to thank Commerce Controls Inc. and the City of Cape Coral for the opportunity to participate 
on this project. 
 
 

 
Mark Lavallee 
Radio Surveyor and President of Advantage Communications, Inc. 
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